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In Mark Twain’s revolutionary novel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, 
readers learn of the lives and experiences of Jim, a former slave, and 
Huck Finn, a young and confused boy, as they live as runaways. Dur-
ing the novel, Huck experiences much internal struggle over his fond-
ness for Jim and his loyalty to society’s rules regarding the treatment 
of slaves. These struggles eventually lead him to the consensus that Jim 
is much more than your average “nigger.” However, at the end of the 
novel, Twain allows for the disregard of Huck’s mental achievement by 
bringing Tom, a disrespectful and influential twelve-year-old boy, back 
into the story. Not only does Tom’s presence leave readers frustrated, it 
brings Huck back into his former racist tendencies, games, and mind-
set. This ending has therefore been the source of much controversy 
among critics, scholars, and bloggers. I, like writer Maria Konnikova 
and blogger The Fifthe, agree that while Twain’s inclusion of Tom and 
his negative influence on Huck were frustrating, they provided for a 
factual commentary on the pressures that society has on its youth, 
while also testifying to the realistic content of the novel as a whole.

My main problem with the end of Huck Finn is the fact that Tom Saw-
yer returned. I hate Tom. He’s a liar who takes advantage and hurts 
others to feed his own amusement. Readers first see this when Tom 
convinces Huck that he is willing to defy society and rescue Jim. This 
promise quickly transforms into a cruel act of tomfoolery when Tom 
begins to treat the rescue mission as an opportunity for a racist adven-
ture. He shows this by taking advantage of the fact that slaves take su-
perstition and fantastical ideas very seriously. Tom tricks Jim’s keeper 
Nat into believing that Jim’s first scream upon seeing the two boys was 
actually because of “the darn witches” (Twain, 245). Tom also proves 
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that he cares much more about the adventure than actually helping 
Jim escape by telling Huck things like, “prisoners ALWAYS make their 
pens out of the hardest, toughest, troublesomest materials. The best 
authorities use their own blood for ink and saw their legs off ” (Twain, 
248). Tom’s acts get even worse in the last chapter when he reveals that 
the whole time he knew that Jim was already a free man. Tom not only 
took advantage of the free Jim, most likely for a racist reason, but he 
also exploited Huck’s trusting mind in order to selfishly create an ad-
venture that almost got them killed. Lastly, I couldn’t believe Tom had 
the nerve to pay Jim for being a degraded puppet in his adventure. By 
doing this Tom actually found a way to conform to the racist ideals of 
society even more, when he was supposed to be breaking them. 

As if Tom’s evil acts by themselves weren’t hard enough to read about, 
it also irked me that he was able to bring down Huck in the process. As 
noted MIT Professor of American Studies Leo Marx notes in his 1953 
essay, “Huck falls almost completely under Tom’s sway once more, be-
coming his helpless accomplice, submissive and gullible” (Konnikova, 
“Is H.F.’s Ending Really Lacking?”). For example, Tom pushes Huck 
out of his realistic plan to save Jim, and instead convinces Huck that 
his new, complicated and dangerous plan “was worth fifteen of mine 
for style” (Twain, 242). Instead of rejecting these plans, like the way 
he defied the Duke and King by deciding that he “got to tell the truth” 
(Twain, 199) to Mary Jane, Huck goes along with Tom and even begins 
to get caught up in the adventure himself. Huck lets Tom continue to 
take advantage of Nat’s beliefs by allowing him to reassure Nat that the 
only cure to banish the witches he believes are haunting him is to bake 
a “witch pie” (Twain, 250), in which Tom will put a rope for Jim. The 
last straw for me as a reader, however, was at the end of Chapter 43 
when Huck not only failed to realize that he had been taken advantage 
of by Tom, but also that he passed up the opportunity to be part of the 
Phelps family. Instead, Huck agrees to visit Indian Territory with Tom 
for more adventures. Here, Huck refuses a family, which is the one 
thing that he has been searching for and consciously lacking through-
out the entire novel, and chooses to follow Tom in his mission to look 
for adventures among the “Injuns” (Twain, 295), another race pillaged 
and oppressed by white society.
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While I don’t enjoy Tom’s presence, I do agree with writer Maria Kon-
nikova on her stance that Twain’s decision to have Huck “fall back to 
old ways at the tip of a hat” (Konnikova, “Is H.F.’s Ending Really Lack-
ing?”) was psychologically accurate for the average twelve-year-old 
boy. In her article, Konnikova speaks to the peer pressures that young 
boys face in society. The pressures to fit in and act like the majority 
are extremely high in the society surrounding Huck. I mean come on, 
Huck literally felt that his role to act a certain racist way in society was 
so imperative to his future and even his afterlife that he professed his 
acceptance of  “going to hell” (Twain, 222) for helping Jim. It is only ra-
tional that, as Konnikova explains, Huck would subconsciously divert 
back to how he acted before the raft. This makes even more sense if 
you think of how private the raft setting is. On the raft, Huck began to 
rethink his whole mindset and discovered that there “is so much more 
to Jim than the category slave” (Konnikova, “Is H.F.’s Ending Really 
Lacking?”). When put in a situation where he has to choose between 
acting within the new mindset that actually made him feel damned 
by God, or acting in the way that he successfully did his entire life, it 
seems only obvious to me that he would conform to society’s pressures 
and slip back into his old ways with his best friend Tom.
 
By making the ending so confrontational, unexpected, and off-putting 
as blogger The Fifthe puts it, Twain solidifies the meaning and intend-
ed impact of the work as a whole. One of my favorite quotes from The 
Fifthe’s blog states that without Twain’s ending, “Huckleberry Finn is 
little more than a simplistic bildungsroman: naïve white boy learns his 
lesson about slavery and becomes a better person for it. The end. Fade 
to black. Roll credits” (The Fifthe, “It’s All in the Ending”). This couldn’t 
be more true. Had Huck just randomly defied society in an unrealistic 
and uncharacteristic manner for a twelve-year-old, Huckleberry Finn 
would not have received such literary attention or such praise for the 
fantastic things Twain made of Huck’s adventures. For example, per-
haps no one would have paid any attention to Twain’s biting commen-
tary on religion, which exposed the unhealthy power that ideas of God 
and sin have over society. Readers might never have pondered Huck’s 
profession that “people that acts as I’d been acting about that nigger 
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goes to everlasting hellfire” (Twain, 222), which demonstrates how re-
ligion was corrupted in this white dominated society. 
 
But there’s more. By including Tom in such a powerful ending, Twain 
is able to reveal the fact that Tom is disliked as a character because he 
represents the reality that often the most impressive people in society 
have the highest potential for: “cruelty, fabrication and emotional ig-
norance” (The Fifthe, “It’s All in the Ending”). I mean, think about it. 
While I dislike Tom for what he has done to Huck, at the end of the 
day, he’s kind of a fun guy. He isn’t afraid to defy adults, he conjures 
up fantastic and elaborate plans, and he can even find a way to shine a 
positive light on “having a bullet in the calf of his leg” (Twain, 279). To 
readers who choose not to see him as the source of Huck’s pain, Tom 
has the same audacity that they might want for themselves. By includ-
ing Tom in the ending, Twain triggers our subconscious to wake us up 
to our conflicted opinions about character and behavior, which in turn 
makes us as readers uncomfortably aware of our desires. 
 
And lastly, without such a powerful ending, Twain may never have 
been able to fully convey the sad, yet real fact that one person cannot 
change a society. While we as readers may like to sit back and pon-
der how one person might be able to do something as drastic as defy 
reprehensible social norms and overcome racial barriers in a heroic 
way, Twain writes the truth. This idea, however perfect and possible 
we might make it out to be in our heads, does not fit the human condi-
tion. The Fifthe sums this idea up brilliantly, saying that the ending to 
Huckleberry Finn is essentially “a pessimistic commentary regarding 
man’s ability to conquer evil” (The Fifthe, “It’s All in the Ending”). Not 
only is the ending a fitting one, but a respectable and meaningful one, 
providing the story with its lasting power.
 
After finishing Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, my honest and imme-
diate thought was, “why don’t novels ever end this realistically?” As a 
teenage girl I have grown up reading books about boys who dropped 
everything to be with the shy and unassuming girl they fall in love 
with, books about people whose dreams have come true overnight, and 
books about how one man changed an entire society. However much 
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I enjoy the positive messages in these stories, deep down I know how 
unrealistic and disappointing they really are. I feel incredibly grateful 
to Twain for sacrificing some positive reviews in order to maintain 
and preserve the actuality, soundness, and weight of his novel. Without 
these qualities, I don’t believe that the novel would have received the 
acclaim it has over the years. Warts and all, this novel allowed Twain 
to deliver a more powerful message than any “happily ever after” story.
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